Tissue classification in microscope imaging based on a discrete-band spectroscopy
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Abstract. Automatic classification of tissue types has a potential use in endoscopic or microscopic imaging. For this study, the microscope images from composite tissue samples were measured. Different shades of red meat such as beef and pork and bloodless tissues such as chicken breast and fat were chosen to provide with similar and contrasted colors. We applied a partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) to classify the tissue type of the image pixels. With the RGB color images that are usually available in the hospital, we could classify beef, pork and chicken with an accuracy of only 85.7% and 80%, 60% and 11.4%, respectively. There was an apparent limitation in differentiating the tissue type due to the spectral overlapping of RGB colors. To increase the classification accuracy, band-pass filtered images were taken at the center frequencies of 414, 542, 655 and 832 nm without any spectral overlapping. Using these discrete-band spectral images, the classification accuracy reached to all 100% except for beef that was 96%. In capsule endoscopy where the amount of image data is prohibitively large, automatic detection of bleeding or cancerous region is of great interest and we believe that this method can be applicable in real time monitoring.
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1. Introduction

Automatic detection of a particular tissue type in medical imaging can be of great use especially for capsule endoscopy. Once a patient swallows an endoscopic capsule, it provides image in the gastrointestinal track and generates a huge amount of image data to be processed. For an example of MiroCam™, 118,800 color pictures with 320 × 320 pixels are recorded during 11-hour recording [6]. This particular system has three frames per second. It is not probable for a physician to attend during the whole time of monitoring. Often to find bleeding spot or cancerous region is of primary interest. When the physician has to diagnose the pictures, probably one should exert his or her substantial amount of time and concentrated efforts.

There have been investigations on tissue diagnosis in the field of medical imaging [1,11,14,16]. Recently there have been two noteworthy approaches. One is so-called the narrow band imaging (NBI). Instead of viewing the endoscope image as it is, the image is filtered through narrow-band optical filters. Microvascular structures were enhanced when 415 and 540 nm with the bandwidths between 20
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and 30 nm were applied [5]. Different wavelength bands were also used depending on clinical purposes [4,9,20]. All are in the same fashion which is looking through the optical filters. The other approach, called hyperspectral imaging, was originated from remote sensing [13]. Classification and target detection can be made from the satellite images having spectral information of many very narrow discrete wavelengths. Hyperspectral imaging has extended its applications into microscope image and poultry skin tumor detection [3,7]. Hyperspectral imaging has remained in the medical research area while NBI has been practiced in clinics.

Visible and infrared spectroscopy has been applied in cancer detection, tissue differentiation and the prediction of target concentration, etc. [10,15,17]. In this study, we are going to combine NBI with spectroscopy. NBI is subject to physician’s diagnosis who examines the narrow-band images. Multivariate analysis can be a powerful tool for classification and target detection. It is our concept to perform spectroscopic analysis on each pixel in the medical image. Normally, a color CCD or CMOS camera which is used as the image detector in the endoscopy provides with three color information. They are red (R), green (G) and blue (B). R, G and B at each pixel can be regarded as three spectral band measurements. As another experiment, we measured the filtered images at several discrete frequencies. Then we applied a method known as partial least squares (PLS)-discriminant analysis (DA). PLS-DA has been used in classification such as endometrium sections based on near infrared spectra and pathology classification of Raman maps [8,19].

2. Classification

We applied a statistical analysis method to classify whether a pixel in the image belong to a particular type of tissue. Multivariate analysis of principal component regression (PCR) and partial least squares regression (PLSR) is the basis of PLS-DA. For image measurement, we used the samples that were made using four different tissues. They are beef (B), pork (P), chicken breast (C) and fat (F). Figure 1 shows a microscope image taken by a color CCD camera. B, P, C and F are the tissue types that we want to classify.

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
 y_{11} & y_{12} & \cdots & y_{1q} \\
y_{21} & y_{22} & \cdots & y_{2q} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
y_{m1} & y_{m2} & \cdots & y_{mq}
\end{pmatrix}
= \begin{pmatrix}
 x_{11} & x_{12} & \cdots & x_{1n} \\
x_{21} & x_{22} & \cdots & x_{2n} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
x_{m1} & x_{m2} & \cdots & x_{mn}
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
b_{11} & b_{12} & \cdots & b_{1q} \\
b_{21} & b_{22} & \cdots & b_{2q} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
b_{n1} & b_{n2} & \cdots & b_{nq}
\end{pmatrix}
+ e \text{ (matrix)}. \tag{1}
\]

The matrix \( y \) represents tissue classes or categories. \( q \) is the number of the tissue classes. In our case, \( q \) is four where the subscript 1 of \( y_{i1} \) represents beef, 2 for pork (\( y_{i2} \)), 3 for chicken breast (\( y_{i3} \)) and 4 for fat (\( y_{i4} \)). The subscript, \( i (i = 1, \ldots, m) \), represents the \( i \)th pixel. \( m \) is the number of pixels. The pixels are two-dimensional in the image, but equation (1) shows the pixels in one-dimension from 1 to \( m \) for a simpler mathematical expression. The matrix \( x \) represents the spectral intensity where \( n \) is the number of spectral bands. Therefore, \( n \) is 3 for the RGB color image where the subscript 1 of \( x_{i1} \) represents R, 2 for G (\( x_{i2} \)) and 3 for B (\( x_{i3} \)). For example, \( x_{i2} \) denotes the intensity of G for the \( i \)th pixel. In the case of the filtered images using optical filters instead of RBG color, \( x_{ij} \) will represent the \( j \)th filtered spectral intensity for the \( i \)th pixel. \( b \) is the coefficient matrix and \( e \) is the residuals. The key point is how to find \( b \) which minimizes \( e \).
Fig. 1. A microscope image of a composite tissue sample measured by a RGB color CMOS camera. (Colors are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/SPE-2011-0528.)

Fig. 2. A flow chart of classification based on partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA).

PCR decomposes the matrix $x$ based on principal component analysis (PCA). The advantage of PCA-decomposition is to obtain a non-singular inverse matrix all the time unlike multiple linear regressions (MLR) and to provide a solution with no fail. However, one has to pay attention to the fact that the matrix is expressed by a limited number of principal components. PLSR decomposes $y$ and $x$ simultaneously using PCA. $x$ is decomposed in some relevance with $y$ unlike PCR. PLSR is known to be more robust and to have better predictive power compared with PCR [2,12].

Figure 2 summarizes these processes. $b$ is computed through PLS2 modeling. PLS regression fits to one variable. In our study, the regression is made to four variables (B, P, C and F) unlike PLS. We used the commercial software called The Unscrambler 9.7 (CAMO Software Inc., Norway). PLS-DA adapts a binary discriminant variable ($Y_d$) for $y$. In this case, the discriminant variable, $Y_d$, is assigned as either 1 or 0 (Yes = 1, No = 0) as reference value in $y$. Binary encoding was used for the class descriptors. For the example of a beef pixel, beef variable is assigned as 1 and the rest variables of chicken, pork and fat equal to 0. PLS2 model with the known class information at each pixel is built. Through this process, the B, P, C and F models are constructed simultaneously. Then we apply the models to the pixels and
checked to which class the pixel belonged. $Y_d \geq 0.5$ is considered to be a class member and $Y_d < 0.5$ is not the member. We checked all four classes using the PLS2 model for each pixel. As example, we obtain $Y_d$ and its standard deviation (SD) once beef model is run for a pixel. When $Y_d$ is bigger than 0.5, the pixel is considered to be beef. The rest models of chicken, pork and fat should be also run for the same pixel. This process is illustrated in Fig. 2.

However, there are varying degrees of certainty level (CL). For example, they are of the same class whether $Y_d$ is 1.0 or 0.6. Even for the same value of $Y_d$, SD value is not the same. The lower end value is less than 0.5 when $Y_d$ is 0.6 and the SD is 0.2. Recall that $Y_d$ is 0.6 ± 0.2. We introduced three certainty levels; CL1 as ‘satisfactory’ if the lower end value of $Y_d$ is bigger than 0.5, CL2 as ‘marginally satisfactory’ if it is between 0.5 and 0.25, CL3 as ‘poorly satisfactory’ if lower than 0.25. Regardless of CLs, class determination is the same as long as $Y_d$ value is higher than 0.5. Finally, each pixel can be diagnosed as one of the followings; B, C, P, F, B/P, B/F, C/P, C/F, P/F, B/C/P, B/C/F, B/P/F, C/P/F, B/C/P/F, none of these. Notation goes as follows. C is classified as chicken. B/C is classified as beef as well as chicken. B/C/F is diagnosed as beef, chicken and fat at the same time. None of these is the case where there is no evidence of belonging to any class.

### 3. Experimental section

We did two different experiments. One was with RGB color images. The advantage of using the RGB color is that many endoscopic or microscopic images are based on RGB color. RGB color is readily available without further instrumentation or modification to the existing system. We wanted to investigate how well RGB color performs in tissue classification. In the second experiment, filtered images are measured. We inserted several filters in front of a monochrome CMOS camera. In this way, we took the bandpass-filtered images.

A size of 10 × 10 mm composite tissue was prepared as sample. Fresh tissues of 2 mm thickness were obtained at the butcher’s. Beef was sirloin, chicken was of breast part and the belly portion of pork was cutout. Fat portion of pork belly was taken out to be used as fat. Immediately after bringing them to the laboratory, each slice was cut to a size of 5 × 5 mm. They were placed together on the microscope slide as shown in Fig. 1. A cover slice was place on the top of sample. A microscope (SMZ-168, Motic™) and color CMOS camera (Moticam-1000™) were set at a magnification of 10. Figure 1 shows the picture of the sample. The camera resolution was 160 × 120 (19,200 pixels). 10 × 10 detector pixels were put together as one unit area and there were a total of 192 units. Classification was made for each unit instead of one pixel. A software (Matlab™, The Mathworks Inc., USA) was used to get R, G and B colors whose values were retrieved based on the CIE XYZ color matching functions [18]. 35 units per tissue which made a total of 140 units were analyzed.

As for bandpass-filtered images, the center frequencies were 414, 542, 655 and 832 nm and their full bandwidths were 46, 27, 15 and 37 nm, respectively. Each filter (single bandpass filter, Semrock Inc.) had a spectral profile that was very flat and the roll-off was very rapid. Unlike RGB colors, there was no spectral overlapping. Figure 3 shows the spectral profiles. Their spectral ranges covered the almost entire CMOS detector range (Infinity™ 1-1). Figure 4 shows the microscope tissue images pictured through the filters. The detector resolution was 120 × 100 and we arranged 100 units by grouping the detector elements (Fig. 5).

Intensity at the near infrared of 832 nm is very weak due to two reasons. First, the CMOS quantum efficiency in the near infrared is very low. Secondly, the microscope illumination was mostly on the
Fig. 3. Characteristics of filter frequency and transmission (single bandpass filter, Semrock Inc.). These filters were used to take filtered images of the microscope using a monochrome CMOS camera. (Colors are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/SPE-2011-0528.)

visible spectrum. We had to install an extra halogen lamp to reinforce near infrared light and set much longer exposure times. The image shown in Fig. 4 had different exposure times. 832 nm image was still dark compared to other wavelengths'. Before PLS-DA, we had two different data preprocessing. One was the compensation of the quantum efficiency, filter transmission and exposure time. The other one was the normalization by the largest value of each wavelength. However, two different data preprocessing gave almost identical results.
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Classification using RGB colors

PCA for each tissue showed that fat was separated from the rest and that others were somewhat overlapping in the PCA score plot. It indicates that fat was easier to be classified. We did not remove any outliers during PCA and PLS analysis. In general, the solutions were converged mostly within four principal components, sometimes up to five. However, there was not much contribution in computation from higher than three principal components. Figure 6 shows an example of PLS score plots with principal component (PC). Fat units are distributed towards the left and slightly lower corner. They are somewhat apart from the rest. Beef, pork and chicken are rather sharing the space. From the PLS score plot, it appeared that classification may be not very accurate though fat had a better chance of identification.

The results are summarized in Table 1. Fat was classified with the highest accuracy, 85.7%. Also Certainty Level (CL) was very high. The rest of fat pixels, 14.3%, were falsely identified as chicken. In the score plot, chicken were closer to fat and both had almost no blood (no red color). It was very difficult to classify chicken. Only 11.4% of chicken were identified and 82.9% belonged to none of four tissues. All 11.4% classification was poorly satisfactory (CL3). It appears that chicken breast did not have a distinctive spectral feature. Beef was classified with an accuracy of 80% and the rest of
Table 1

Classification accuracy of the tissue type based on RGB color information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Beef</th>
<th>Chicken</th>
<th>Fat</th>
<th>Pork</th>
<th>None</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beef</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(CL1 = 31.4, CL2 = 42.9, CL3 = 5.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>82.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(CL1 = 0, CL2 = 0, CL3 = 11.4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(CL1 = 80, CL2 = 5.7, CL3 = 0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pork</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>25.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(CL1 = 5.7, CL2 = 42.9, CL3 = 11.4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


beef were regarded as pork. Color-wise beef and pork are alike as they contain blood while beef was redder. That may be why beef was better classified. Overall, only with RGB color, classification was not very successful. Poor classification appears to come from the fact that RGB colors are overlapping substantially in the frequency domain.

4.2. Classification using discrete-filtered images

Figure 7 shows the PC plot based on PLS. The distribution of each tissue type was given in terms of PC1 and PC2. In the score plot, all four tissues are apart from any other tissues. It means that PLS models are separated and that possibly higher classification accuracies may be achieved. Results are given in Table 2. Classification accuracy was 96, 100, 100 and 100% for beef, chicken, pork and fat, respectively. Almost all classifications were in satisfactory level (CL1). Four percents of beef were classified as both beef and pork. When five spectral regions including the no-filtered image were used, the classification accuracy was rather decreased to 92, 100, 95 and 100%, respectively. Spectral redundancy might have caused a collinearity problem although additional spectrum was added to PLS modeling.

There were some units that lied in the boundaries. We call these as ‘mixed’ units. As shown in the PLS score plot (Fig. 7), the mixed units shared the space interfering with other types of tissue. Four units between beef and chicken were classified as beef. One unit (P046) which had three tissues of beef, chicken and fat was identified as beef. We need to comment that P046 had a smaller portion of chicken. P051 and P052 were between beef and pork. But their portions of pork were higher (approximately over 70%) and P051 and P052 were classified as pork. Two units (P056 and P066) between pork and fat with more fat portions were classified as none. P75 and P85 were between pork and fat with more pork
Table 2

Classification accuracy of the tissue type based on four discrete spectral bands (414, 542, 655, 832 nm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Correctly predicted class (%)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beef</td>
<td>Chicken</td>
<td>Fat</td>
<td>Pork</td>
<td>B/P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beef</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(CL1 = 96.0, CL2 = 0.0, CL3 = 0.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(CL1 = 80, CL2 = 15, CL3 = 5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(CL1 = 85, CL2 = 15, CL3 = 0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pork</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(CL1 = 91.3, CL2 = 8.7, CL3 = 0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: B – beef, C – chicken breast, P – pork, F – fat and B/P – beef and pork at the same time. CL – certainty level, CL1 – satisfactory, CL2 – marginally satisfactory, CL3 – poorly satisfactory.

In general, although very evident, the mixed unit was classified by a tissue type of larger area. If we have a smaller unit size, we can have a higher spatial resolution. One can choose an optimal unit size of classification depending on actual target size and clinical environment.

portions. Naturally they were classified as pork. P095 that had more fat than pork was regarded as fat.
5. Conclusions

Several tissue types in the microscope image could be classified with a very high accuracy. Different shades of red meat such as beef and pork, bloodless chicken breast and fat were selected in making composite-tissue images. The method was based on a partial least squares regression modeling where a particular tissue type was assigned 1 (yes) or 0 (no) and regression was performed. Each classification area in the image had discrete spectral-band intensities. We ran a PLS2 model by which the tissue types (beef, pork, chicken breast, fat) were regressed. Classification accuracy was poor when we used RGB colors. Apparently substantial spectral overlapping among RGB colors was blamed for this result. When we used four discrete bandpass filters over an entire CMOS detector range whose pass bands did not interfere at all one another, the classification accuracy was higher than 96%.

In principal, it is better to have a complete spectrum over a wide range at each pixel like in hyperspectral imaging. However, it is impractical to implement such a wide-band optical system in terms of size and cost. Computational burden may not be able to process data in real time in case of capsule endoscopy. The proposed algorithm based on discrete-band spectroscopy can be immediately applied to bleeding detection in capsule endoscopy. We believe that our study can be clinically useful for other applications as well if we are able to choose filters and the pixel size within clinically acceptable accuracies.
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